[Tensile strength of plate osteosynthesis. Comparative biomechanical study of the original autocompression plate and a functional modification using the ZESPOL principle].
In order to overcome the problems of stress protection and pressure atrophy of bone, which are associated with the traditional plating technique, in Poland a modified type of plating, ZESPOL has been, developed. In this procedure, the plate is not screwed onto the surface of the bone, but is fixed above the bone by special platform screw bolts in a comblike construction. This paper describes an experimental biomechanical investigation, using cadaver tibia, which compares the stability of the ZESPOL principle with that of the traditionally applied autocompression plate (ACP). In order to make the system biomechanically comparable, instead of the original ZESPOL plates, which are different in dimension, an ACP was used that was specially adapted to fit the ZESPOL criteria. Compared to the ACP, the bending stability of the ZESPOL osteosynthesis was found to be significantly less. When the same stress was applied, the total bending capacity of the ZESPOL system was found to be between 9% and 1348% higher, depending on the position of the plate and the direction of the force applied. In addition, the gap of the osteotomy site was between 6% and 923% greater with the ZESPOL system. Deformation of the bone adjacent to the osteotomy site was more closely approximate to intact bone with ACP than with ZESPOL plate. Our evaluations show that the ZESPOL system has less bending stability than ACP, without having the advantage of a more physiological bone-bending curve. However, the stability of the new system can be regarded as being overall sufficient.